Letter-Art 9.7 for WIN 95/98/NT/XP/2000/VISTA Features & Benefits
EDIT FEATURES
Justify text left, right, or center
Float characters up/down from base line
Adjust spacing between characters
Adjust width of text characters
Specify height of text/graphics
Specify length of text/graphics
Case Conversion
Mirror text/graphics
Apply italic slant to text/graphics
Arc text in place and around center point
Rotate text on an angle
Rotate characters on baseline
Scale first letter of text words
Selectable color - 24 text and background
Right mouse zoom control
Resize entire project files
INDIVIDUAL LINE CONTROL
List sign text/graphics lines on screen
Production comments for each text line
Insert, hide or unhide text/graphic lines
On-screen group editing of text/graphic lines
Mouse drag & drop or arrow key editing
Rotate a group of text/graphic lines
Step & repeat groups of text/graphic lines
Delete groups of text/graphic lines
Separate piece to single cut lines
INTERFACE FILES
Preview and Import .PLT, .DXF, .EPS, .AI files
Preview and Bridge .DXF, .PLT, .EPS, .AI files
Export .DXF,.GCD,.PLT,.DWG,.PCX,.BMP,.EPS
Attach text files
Preview long file names
FILE CONTROL
List sign files and internal description
Preview and Delete
Edit existing signs
Append two signs into one sign
Save signs with file description
Use existing signs as new sign template
Delete signs and graphics from the system
Monitor production with usage counter
SELECTABLE FONTS/GRAPHICS
Preview graphics
Preview characters of selected font
Merge graphics & fonts in one sign
100 ready to use fonts included (55 \w BASE)
DEVICE TOOL CONTROL
Selection of plotter pen
Castor tool control
Shaded output for printer or pen plotting
Variable tool size & shading density control

LAYOUT CONTROL
Automatic layout features
Proportional drawing display
Metric or inch measurement system
Adjust curve resolution smoothness
Variable grid size for editing
Multilevel zoom viewing window
OUTPUT
Color Printing and multiple printed copies
Color separation plotting/cutting
Scale entire sign / Scale to fit
Rotate entire sign +/- 90 degrees
Mirror entire sign vertical or horizontal
Output to Plotters, Printers
Automated production of full sign
Printed report of text editing parameters
Selectable window for plotting
Selectable physical size of a sign
Selectable panel size of multi-paneled signs
Selectable panel production for all output options
Adjustable panel overlap
Output selected text/graphic lines to device
Output selected window in place or at origin
Output large signs in continuous panels
Output & spooling control of devices
Advance plotter one panel length
Cut weed border around text or entire sign
Fax Output of Graphics
CONFIGURATION
Full system sub-directory path names
Configure output devices to system
Assign ports of output device
Set up default configuration of new signs
Set the number of plotter pens
Compatible with the previous DOS database
9.7 FULL PACKAGE FEATURES
Scanning and raster/vector editing
Inline & Outline text & graphics
Weld text
Distort text/graphics with interactive grid preview
Compounded graphics
Graphic Burst & Spot Coloring
Digital Camera Input (Windows 98/2000)
Specific features for Sandblast & Stained Glass Use
Curve Smoothing
Graphic Complexity to 2500 pieces
OPTIONS AVAILABLE
Over 2000 additional fonts
Large Engraving Font Collection
Type 1 Font Converter
Large Graphic Clip Art Collections
Braille Translator
Bar Code Solution

